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Introduction
Literature on discourse particles distinguishes two syntactic fields or discourse particles: Inner
Particles in TP, and Outer (or Final) Particles (OutP) in CP or above. The distinction between
Outer Particles and Tag Particles has not been a deeply studied topic. In this work, I broach
the case of some Basque particles that can formally be both OutPs and Tags: ala, e, and a. I
will present prosodic, syntactic, and pragmatic evidence to show that all these aspects diverge
when the particles are working as OutPs or as Tags. I will propose differing analyses for each
use: OutPs merge in a high Speech Act Phrase, whereas Tags merge in a separate SAP and are
after adjoined to the clause.

Outline
There is general agreement among researchers on discourse particles that discourse particles
have two merging positions cross-linguistically: They merge either in the TP field ([1], [8],
a.o.), or in the CP or Speech Act field ([2], [3], [5], a.o.). Tags have received little attention on
this  issue  (but  see  [4],  [9]),  and  they  have  not  been  treated  differently  from OutPs.
Consequently, several works have proposed that Tags merge in the Speech Act field of the
clause, a position that also OutPs are supposed to occupy.

Data
In this work, I present evidence of some Basque particles that dialectally may behave both as
OutPs  and as Tags:  ala,  e and,  a. They have not received the attention of  linguists (but see
[7]), especially regarding their two possible uses. Interestingly, they show different properties
as OutPs and as Tags:

a.  In OutP use (1a) they show a higher degree of integration within the clause than in
Tag use (1b). Without the particle,  the intonation in sentence (1a) is not acceptable,
whereas the intonation in (1b) can as well work without the particle.

(1) a.

‘Will Miren do it [I infer]?’
b. 

‘Will Miren do it, [right?]’

b.  Regarding distribution,  ala (but not  e and  a) may optionally attach to the auxiliary
when the verbal complex is moved for information structure reasons when it is an OutP
(2a),  but  it  cannot  when  behaves  as  Tag  (2b).  This  attachment  is  probably  a
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phonological matter, like in the case of the Basque OutP ba [6].
(2) a. Mirenek    egingo du   (ala)  azkenean (ala)?
         Miren.ERG do.will aux OutP finally      OutP
         ‘[So] Will Miren do it finally [I infer]?

      b. Mirenek     egingo du (*ala) azkenean, (ala)?
          Miren.ERG do.will aux Tag  finally       Tag

       ‘Miren will do it, [right?]’

c. As for syntax, in interrogative sentences, when used as OutPs, NPIs are grammatical
(3a), but they are not when they behave as Tags.

(3) a. Inor     etorriko     da   ala? b. *Inor     etorriko     da,   ala?
         anyone come.will aux OutP       anyone come.will aux Tag

      ‘Will anyone come [I infer].’             ‘Anyone will come, [right?].’ [intended]

d. Finally, considering interpretation, these OutPs add inferential or mirative meanings
to the sentence and are part of the sentence type of the main clause: e.g. OutP ala marks
that the speaker unexpectedly inferred p. In the Tag use, however, the main clause and
the particle have different illocutionary forces, declarative and question, respectively:
e.g. Tag ala asks the addressee for the confirmation of p, asserted by the speaker.

Analysis
These data suggest that OutPs and Tags are different phenomena. Considering the fact that
OutPs are integrated in the clause and do not change the illocutionary force of the sentence, I
propose that OutPs merge in the higher projection of the Speech Act Phrase (SAP) (4a), in
contrast to Tags, which merge in another SAP, separated from the clause, and are afterwards
adjoined to the main clause (4b).

(4)   a. b.                                                       

Conclusions
i. OutPs and Tags are different phenomena that show differing phonological, syntactic
and pragmatic properties.
ii. This difference is reflected in the syntax analysis. OutPs are part of the clause, Tags
are merged separately and afterwards combined with the clause.
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